Assignment - 6

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment. Due on 2019-03-13, 23:59 IST.

1) What is referred to as African cat in Tulips? 1 point
   - hospital
   - tulips
   - family photo
   - the poet

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: tulips

2) Which of the following terms refer to a heightened sense of sensory mechanism? 1 point
   - defamiliarization
   - hyperbole
   - hyper reflexivity
   - experientiality

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: hyper reflexivity

3) What is health compared to in Tulips? 1 point
   - nation
   - country
   - time

   No, the answer is incorrect.
5) What does John find the narrator doing when he enters the locked room at the end of *The Yellow Wallpaper*?

- crying
- creeping
- sleeping
- singing

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
medical imprisonment

6) Which subject position does the narrator of *The Yellow Wallpaper* articulate?

- patient
- doctor
- caregiver
- patriarch

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
patient

7) “There’s sister on the stairs”. What does the line signify?

- metafictional quality of the text
- postcolonial stance of the author
- metaphysical quality of the text
- fictional quality of the text

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
metafictional quality of the text

8) What does the narrator find hiding within the yellow wallpaper?

- herself
- figure of a woman
- image of a child
- both a and c

No, the answer is incorrect.
9. Which character implements the patriarchal medical machinery in the absence of John in *The Yellow Wallpaper*?

- Mary
- narrator’s brother
- Jennie
- all of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers: Jennie

10. Which mode of writing does *The Yellow Wallpaper* represent?

- fantasy
- testimonial
- diary writing
- children’s literature

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers: diary writing